
Conclusions: Assessment seems to be a very emotional process 
and encounters a large entity of teachers´ work. The teachers 
experience joy when students succeed and learn. In the other 
hand frustration seems to be common especially when the 
teachers do not feel that assessment promotes learning and 
motivates. However, perceiving assessment as an essential part 
of work seems to buffer negative emotions related to assessment.
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Background: Students’ emotions towards assessment has been widely studied, but less interest has been given 

to university teachers’ emotions related to their task as assessors. It is especially hard for teachers to fail students 

(Ilott & Murphy 1997), but positive emotions help to cope negative student feedback (Lutovac et al 2017). In general, 

emotions identified in earlier research concerning teachers are quite similar than found among students (Pekrun et 

al., 2007; Lonka & Ketonen, 2012).

Aims and objectives: To investigate what kind of assessment related emotions do expert 

university teachers experience in their assessment and teaching practices.

Materials and methods: This study is the second part of a larger research about assessment in higher education. 

First part consisted of responses (N = 47; 33 female, 12 male) to an electronic questionnaire by the members of 

Teachers’ Academy on University of Helsinki and the participants of a pedagogical development course. 

Respondents were asked about their willingness to participate in a thematic interview and 16 of them

(8 male, 8 female) volunteered to participate. In thematic interviews they were asked to reflect their perceptions 

and practices related to their work as assessors, and one question was focused on their feelings concerning 

assessment. The interviews were recorded, transcribed and content analysed deductively by applying the following

categorisation of emotions: positive (self-efficacy belief, joy, hope, passion, relief, perception, pride, caring) and 

negative (disappointment, anxiety, frustration, irritation, embarrasment, anger, fear, boredom), based on Pekrun et 

al 2006 and Sutton & Wheatley 2003. To validate the analysis, the members of research group cross-analysed the

interviews and discussed about differences in their interpretations of emotions until they reached a common

understanding how to interpret emotions expressed implicitly in the interviews.

Emotions males females all

Positive emotions

relief 6 3 9

caring 13 16 29

joy 8 11 19

passion 1 1

self-efficacy belief 41 42 83

perception 24 7 31

joy of accomplishment 13 8 21

hope 5 1 6

responsibility 2 2 4

pride 5 5

Negative emotions

anxiety 11 13 24

fear of failure 8 2 10

uncertainty 8 13 21

frustration 41 28 69

shame/embarrassment 13 13

disappointment 4 1 5

hopelessness 1 1

boredom 4 4

hate 0

irritation 10 15 21

Table: The identified emotions related 

to expert teachers’ work as assessors.

Results: The expert teachers experienced wide range of emotions 

from positive to negative. The most common positive emotion was 

self-efficacy belief, other common positive emotions were caring, 

perception and joy of accomplishment (more that 20 mentions). 

The most common negative emotion was frustration, and other 

common negative emotions were uncertainty and irritation (more 

than 20 mentions). The male teachers seemed to feel more 

perception and pride during their assessment process but also 

more frustration and shame. Also, more emotions were detected 

from the male teachers’ interviews
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